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Standards and Constitutional 
Oversight Committee

13 June 2017

LGO TRANSPORT REPORT

Councillor Bernie Mooney, Cabinet Member for Children and Families, said: 

“While the Ombudsman has not suggested our policy on eligibility for home to school 
transport is wrong, or that the decisions we made were not corrected, it is clear – and 
we accept – that the process we follow in the four cases this report refers to fell short of 
what was required. 

“These mistakes occurred more than a year ago, during a time when the services 
involved were under considerable pressure – since this time, improvements have been 
made and the processes involved are much stronger. My job, as the new portfolio 
holder, is to make sure the improvements are sustained and problems like this do not 
occur again in the future. 

“This clearly does not excuse the issues in these cases. We have written to the four 
families offering our sincere apologies, and we will be complying with the Ombudsman 
recommendations in full.”

REPORT SUMMARY

On 2nd February 2017, the Local Government Ombudsman (LGO) published a report on 
an investigation into complaints against Wirral Council relating to the provision of 
specialist home to school transport in the 2015-2016 academic year for some families  
whose children have special educational needs or disabilities (SEND). The Local 
Government Ombudsman found fault by the Council causing injustice and made a 
number of recommendations which the Council has agreed to, including the payment of 
compensation to the families involved.

While the Ombudsman did not find fault in the decisions made, or in the associated 
policies, they did find issues in the process for how decisions were arrived at, and made 
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a series of recommendations to both rectify the initial issues and make improvements in 
the future. All recommendations are accepted by the Council. 

The LGO report is required to be considered by Cabinet or a delegated committee under 
Section 31(2) of the Local Government Act 1974. 

RECOMMENDATION/S

That the LGO report is noted and that the Standards and Constitutional Oversight 
Committee note the actions taken to address the issues identified in the report.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

1.0 REASON/S FOR RECOMMENDATION/S

1.1 The LGO report is required to be considered by Cabinet or a delegated 
committee under Section 31(2) of the Local Government Act 1974.

2.0 OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED

2.1 Not applicable.

3.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

3.1 The Council’s home to school travel policy sets out eligibility criteria for free 
home to school travel for children and young people in Wirral. The policy in it’s 
current format came into force from September 2014. The 2017-2018 home to 
school transport policy is attached as an appendix.

3.2 The usual form of home to school travel which is provided, where young people 
are eligible under the policy, is through the provision of a free to user scholars 
travel pass for use on public transport. In relation to transport to special 
schools, bases and units for children with SEND, the form of transport provided 
may be through the provision of a specialist vehicle, e.g. a minibus, or via a free 
scholar’s travel pass where the young person is able to utilise public transport.

3.3 Where a home to school travel application for any young person has been 
refused or the applicant disagrees with the mode of transport provided, it is open 
to the applicant to follow the Council’s two stage appeal process. The first stage 
is for the original decision to be considered by a Senior Officer. The second 
stage appeal goes to a panel of Senior Officers. If applicants do not agree with 
the outcome of the Stage 2 appeal, they may then choose to make a complaint to 
the LGO.

3.4 The LGO report covers four applicants, A, B, C and D who made complaints in 
relation to their child’s transport arrangements in the 2015-2016 academic year. 
The report does not find that the home to school transport policy itself is at fault 
or that the decisions themselves were incorrect, however the report identifies 
several areas for action in relation to the appeal process and the Council’s 
actions in relation to the four families involved. The Council has agreed to the 
recommendations, the related actions for which are advised here to the 
Standards and Constitutional Oversight Committee for consideration.

3.5 Letters of apology were sent to all four families on 23rd February 2017 along with 
cheques for the amount set out by the LGO. Applicant C’s vehicle transport had 
already been re-instated in May 2016. Applicants A, B and D had already been 
provided with new transport application forms prior to the LGO report and new 
decisions have been made in relation to  A, B and D accordingly, as set out by 
the LGO.  Any subsequent appeals resulting from these decisions are being dealt 
with under the improved appeal processes. 
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3.6 As agreed, transport application forms were also sent to the four other non-
complainant families, identified by the Council during the LGO’s investigation. For 
information, one child in this group is now not eligible for specialist transport as 
they no longer attend an SEN base; and another is now travelling independently 
following successful travel training. One parent has returned the transport 
application form and this application is being processed accordingly. The other 
has not submitted an application, but if they choose to do so in future, this will be 
considered under the policy and improved procedures in place.

3.7 Changes to the school transport application form relating to the identification of 
low income families had already been implemented prior to the LGO report. The 
form now requests the parent’s date of birth and National Insurance number 
which enables the Council to establish whether or not the family may be eligible 
on the low income element of the home to school transport policy, if this is 
relevant to the application.

3.8 The appeal process recommendations identified, including improved note taking, 
more extensive feedback and changes to the appeal outcome letters to 
specifically state that Statements and/or Education Health and Care Plans 
(EHCPs) were considered, had already been implemented prior to the LGO 
report’s publication and will continue.

3.9 The quality and content of decision and appeal outcome letters will continue to 
be monitored to ensure that parents whose child is not eligible under the policy 
are clear why their application or subsequent appeal has been turned down.

4.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

4.1 The Council has agreed to pay the amounts set out by the LGO in their report. 
These payments have already been made to the families involved.

5.0 LEGAL

5.1 The LGO report is required to be considered by Cabinet or a delegated 
committee under Section 31(2) of the Local Government Act 1974.

6.0 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS: STAFFING, ICT AND ASSETS

6.1 All new applications for specialist transport are considered for eligibility. The 
nature of the process by which children and young people are provided with a 
Statement or EHCP means that whilst transport applications are received and 
processed throughout the school year, the majority are received between April 
and August each year with a view to beginning or moving to a new special 
school, base or unit at the start of a new school year  September of each year 

6.2 The home to school transport policy also requires that all existing applicants in 
receipt of specialist transport are reviewed annually or sooner when the Council 
has been notified of a change of circumstances. This enables the Authority to 
consider the suitability of the mode of transport provided in relation to the young 
person’s age and changing needs, whether independent travel training will be 
recommended and in some cases whether specialist transport should continue to 
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be provided. The assessment and review process involves officers from both 
Community Services and Adult and Disability Services. 

6.3 The identification of young people with SEND who may benefit from independent 
travel training (ITT) is a vital part of the eligibility assessment and annual review 
process. The ability to travel independently on public transport, for those young 
people with SEND able to do so, is a valuable life-skill which enhances young 
people’s confidence and independence and potentially optimises their life 
chances in the future. The Council employs independent travel trainers who 
provide personalised one to one training; this has been very successful and is 
valued by parents and schools.

7.0 RELEVANT RISKS

7.1 The application of the Council’s home to school transport policy through annual 
reviews may result in a change in the provision, mode of transport provided or 
withdrawal of transport. Both mitigation and good practice necessitates schools, 
parents and the Council to work closely together to monitor pupil’s attendance 
and punctuality and address any issues arising. 

7.2 Wider implications in respect of risk of challenge would be financial or 
reputational.

8.0 ENGAGEMENT / CONSULTATION

8.1 As advised by the LGO, public notice announcements were made in the Wirral 
Globe and on the Liverpool Echo website within 2 weeks of receiving the report 
(22nd February 2017). Copies of the report were made available free of charge at 
the One Stop Shop at Wallasey Town Hall.

9.0 EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS

9.1 The Council’s home to school transport policies are above the statutory requirement  
for the level of transport support provided and are in line with comparable Councils. 
The application the policy is being implemented on a phased basis.  The policies seek 
to ensure that young people are encouraged, where appropriate, to progress to 
independent travelling in a phased supported way. This can increase the young 
person’s confidence, participation in community life and help prepare the young 
person for life beyond school and college. The policies continue to target the Council’s 
resources at those most in need. 

REPORT AUTHOR: Sally Gibbs
Senior Manager Admissions and Place Planning
telephone:  (0151) 666 4487
email: sallygibbs@wirral.gov.uk

APPENDICES
Final report of the Local Government Ombudsman
Public notice text
Home to school transport policy 2017-2018
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Investigation into complaints against

Wirral Metropolitan Borough Council

(reference numbers: 15 018 169, 15 019 136,

15 020 236, 15 020 740)

2 February 2017

Local Government Ombudsman I PO Box 4771 I Coventry I CV4 0EH

www.lgo.org.uk

Report by the Local Government Ombudsman
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The Ombudsman’s role

For 40 years the Ombudsman has independently and impartially investigated complaints. We

effectively resolve disputes about councils and other bodies in our jurisdiction by recommending

redress which is proportionate, appropriate and reasonable based on all the facts of the

complaint. Our service is free of charge.

Each case which comes to the Ombudsman is different and we take the individual needs and

circumstances of the person complaining to us into account when we make recommendations to

remedy injustice caused by fault.

We have no legal power to force councils to follow our recommendations, but they almost always

do. Some of the things we might ask a council to do are:

 apologise

 pay a financial remedy

 improve its procedures so similar problems don’t happen again.
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Investigation into complaint numbers 15 018 169, 15 019 136, 15 020 236 and
15 020 740 against Wirral Metropolitan Borough Council

Contents

Report summary..................................................................................................................... 1

Introduction ............................................................................................................................ 3

Legal and administrative background ..................................................................................... 4

How we considered these complaints..................................................................................... 7

Investigation - general ............................................................................................................ 7

Conclusions - general............................................................................................................. 8

Investigation and Conclusions for complaints from Families A, B, C and D .......................... 12

Decision ............................................................................................................................... 22

Recommendations ............................................................................................................... 22

K

M

M

M

M

Section 30 of the 1974 Local Government Act says that a report should not normally name

or identify any person. The people involved in this complaint are referred to by a letter or

job role.
ey to names used

r & Mrs A: complainants in the case 15 018 169 and parents of a 9 year old son who

attends a community special school

s B: complainant in the case 15 020 740 and parent of a 10 year old son who attends

a unit at a primary school for children with special educational needs

rs C: complainant in the case 15 019 136 and parent of a 13 year old son who attends

a mainstream school

s D: complainant in the case 15 020 236 and parent of a 13 year old son who attends

a community special school
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Report summary

Council Education – school transport

The Council provided specialist home to school transport to some families whose children have

disabilities or special educational needs. In October 2015 after reviewing the provision it told

several of these families it would no longer provide them with school transport. The Council

went on to hear many appeals from parents. This report covers four families who complained to

the Ombudsman when their appeals were not upheld. The families felt their personal

circumstances and the child’s needs had not changed from the time when the Council first

provided their child with school transport. They felt the Council’s decision was flawed. They had

given the Council evidence about their child’s inability to walk to school safely due to health and

safety concerns as a result of the child’s disability or special educational need.

Finding

Fault found causing injustice and recommendations made.

Recommendations

To remedy the injustice the Council should:

 apologise to all four families for the identified faults. The Council has agreed to our

recommendation.

 pay Mr & Mrs A £300, Ms B £100, Mrs C £600 and Ms D £500 for the uncertainty,

distress and disruption caused. This would also acknowledge the additional costs the

families incurred when they had a legitimate expectation their child would receive school

transport for the remainder of the school year. The Council has agreed to our

recommendation.

 make new school transport decisions for families A, B, and D. It should properly explain

how it came to those decisions, what information it took into account including what

factors it considered when it decided it was reasonable to expect the parent to

accompany the child and why it disputes any supporting evidence the parents supplied.

(The Council recently told Mrs C it will provide her son with specialist transport for the

2016 school year.) If the Council was again to refuse to provide school transport, or the

parent disagrees with the arrangements, this would entitle all of these families to new

appeals which should be held under improved administrative procedures and held by

officers who have not previously considered these appeals. The Council has agreed to

our recommendation.

 review the decisions it made on the additional nine appeals it identified during the

investigation, which it refused. This is because of the faults we have identified. It should

provide evidence to us of how it has reconsidered each case and how it has taken into

account the information the appellants provided in their case and whether its decisions

are sound. The Council has agreed to our recommendation. The Council says two of the

children are now in mainstream school and not eligible for specialist transport and two
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have moved to new special schools and are now eligible for specialist transport. It says

it will send application forms to the remaining families and, if submitted, the Council will

reconsider them.

 review its school transport application form for children with special educational needs

and/or a disability to include an element to show if a family is on low income, defined as

receiving the maximum Working Tax Credit or free school meals. The Council agreed to

this recommendation and has already implemented the changes.

 review its school transport appeal procedure. It should ensure it shows how it has taken

into account individual circumstances and the supporting evidence supplied and explain

the rationale for its decisions. It should take notes of the Appeal Panel’s deliberations

and decision making to ensure its decisions can be audited. It should be able to

demonstrate the new measures and procedures it will put in place to ensure its

decisions and appeals are robust and defensible. The Council says it will meet this

recommendation by taking more extensive notes of appeals and provide more

comprehensive feedback to individuals in its decision letter. It will also state all the

documents the Council has considered such as the Statement and Education, Health

and Care Plan.
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Introduction

Family A – 15 018 169

1. Mr & Mrs A complain there was fault in the Council’s decision to remove the school

transport it had provided for their disabled son since September 2015.

2. They complain the Council’s school transport appeal failed to properly consider their son’s

inability to walk the 2.38 miles to his special school before deciding to refuse their appeal.

3. They say their circumstances had not changed from when the Council originally agreed to

provide him with school transport in September 2015. They would like the Council to

reinstate his school transport.

Family B – 15 020 740

4. Ms B complains there was fault in the Council’s decision to remove the school transport it

had provided for her disabled son since September 2015.

5. In addition, she complains the Council’s school transport appeal failed to properly

consider her son’s inability to walk the 2.6 miles to his school before deciding to refuse

the appeal.

6. She says their circumstances had not changed from when the Council had originally

agreed to provide him with school transport in September 2015. She would like the

Council to reinstate his school transport.

Family C – 15 019 136

7. Mrs C complains there was fault in the Council’s decision to change the school transport it

provided for her disabled son from a taxi to a public transport bus pass. Her son attends a

school 3.73 miles from their home.

8. She complains the Council’s school transport appeal failed to properly consider the

suitability of him travelling to school by public transport by failing to consider the safety of

the route and his inability to travel independently safely.

9. She says her son’s circumstances had not changed from when the Council had originally

agreed to provide him with school transport in September 2014. She would like the

Council to reinstate his taxi.

Family D – 15 020 236

10. Ms D complains there was fault in the Council’s decision to remove the school transport it

had provided for her disabled son since September 2014.

11. She complains the Council’s school transport appeal failed to properly consider her son’s

inability to walk the 0.9 miles to his special school before deciding to refuse her appeal.

She had told the Council her son received the higher rate of the mobility component of

Disability Living Allowance (DLA) but it said he had no mobility issues.
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12. She says their circumstances had not changed from when the Council originally agreed to

provide him with school transport in September 2014. She would like the Council to

reinstate his school transport.

Legal and administrative background

The Ombudsman’s role and powers

13. The Ombudsman investigates complaints about ‘maladministration’ and ‘service failure’.

In this report, we have used the word fault to refer to these. We must also consider

whether any fault has had an adverse impact on the person making the complaint. We

refer to this as ‘injustice’. If there has been fault which has caused an injustice, we may

suggest a remedy. (Local Government Act 1974, sections 26(1) and 26A(1))

14. The Ombudsman may investigate matters coming to our attention during an investigation,

if we consider that a member of the public who has not complained may have suffered an

injustice as a result. (Local Government Act 1974, section 26D and 34E)

15. The Ombudsman cannot question whether a council’s decision is right or wrong simply

because the complainant disagrees with it. We must consider whether there was fault in

the way the decision was reached. (Local Government Act 1974, section 34(3))

The law and the statutory guidance about school transport

16. The Government issued statutory guidance in July 2014 to local education authorities on

home to school transport. It refers to the requirements set out in the Education Act 1996.

17. The law says councils must make arrangements to provide suitable free school transport

to those ‘eligible’ children of statutory school age who:

 attend their nearest suitable school and live further than the statutory walking

distance. This is two miles for children aged less than eight years old and three

miles for children eight and above.

 are from a low income family, defined as receiving free school meals or in receipt of

the maximum Working Tax Credit. These children are entitled to free school

transport if their nearest suitable school is more than two miles away if they are

aged eight to eleven.

 cannot reasonably be expected to walk to school because of their mobility problems

or because of associated health and safety issues related to their special

educational needs or disability. Eligibility for such children should be assessed on

an individual basis to identify their particular transport requirements. Usual transport

requirements (e.g. the statutory walking distances) should not be considered when

assessing the transport needs of children eligible due to special educational needs

and/or disability. (Education Act 1996 section 508B and Schedule 35B)
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18. The statutory guidance says when determining whether a child with special educational

needs, disability or mobility problems cannot reasonably be expected to walk to school,

councils must consider if the child could reasonably be expected to walk to school if

accompanied. If so, councils must also decide whether the child’s parents can reasonably

be expected to accompany the child on the journey to school, taking account a range of

factors including the child’s age and whether one would normally expect a child of that

age to be accompanied. (Home to school travel and transport guidance - Statutory guidance for

local authorities 2014, paragraph 17)

19. For a council’s school transport arrangements to be suitable they must also be safe and

reasonably stress free, to enable the child to arrive at school ready for a day of study.
(Home to school travel and transport guidance - Statutory guidance for local authorities 2014,

paragraph 35)

20. The statutory guidance says:

“Where entitlement to extended travel rights has been established the department’s

opinion is that local authorities should consider the pupil to be eligible for the entirety of

the school year for which the assessment has been made. If a pupil ceases to be eligible

any change to provision made by the local authority must be considered in the context of

the potential impact on the child. Disruption to a child’s education should be avoided.”

(Home to school travel and transport guidance - Statutory guidance for local authorities 2014,

paragraph 25)

The Council’s Home to School Transport Policy for Children and Young People
age 5-16

21. In 2013 the Council had a school transport policy which provided children with special

educational needs transport to their nearest appropriate special school or special class

based in a mainstream school. In July 2013 the Council agreed a new policy, applicable

from September 2014, which would be less generous. The Council agreed that pupils it

had assessed under the existing policies before September 2014 would retain their

current school transport provision until they left their current school.

22. The September 2014 Policy said where a young person is able to access and use the

public transport network safely they will be expected to do so. When they are not able to

walk because of their special educational needs, disability or mobility they will be entitled

to free transport.

23. The Council reissued its school transport policy in March 2015. For children with special

education needs and/or disability, it says parents are required to submit an application

form for an assessment for eligibility for free transport. The decision will be based on

information provided which may include information from health practitioners, educational

psychologists, the school’s headteacher, children’s social care and the input of the

student.
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24. It says children with special educational needs and/or disabilities are entitled to free

transport however far they live from the school if:

 they have an Education, Health and Care Plan (EHC Plan) (introduced in 2014) or a

Statement of special educational needs that says the Council will pay transport

costs.

 they cannot walk because of their special educational needs, a disability or mobility

problem.

25. It makes clear not all children with an EHC Plan or Statement require free transport

provision. Where a young person is able to access and use the public transport network

safely they will be expected to do so. Where they are not able to walk because of their

special educational needs, a disability or mobility problem they are entitled to free

transport.

26. It says as a general rule it will treat routes without pavements and street lighting as unsafe

for children and young people.

27. For those children in mainstream schools who currently receive specialist transport, the

Council offers Independent Travel Training. It says this scheme aims to give students with

special educational needs and/or disability the key skills and confidence to travel

independently using public transport to and from school. It provides individuals with their

own personal travel programme and assistance from a travel trainer to learn how to travel

independently to school. The Council works one to one with the student and the trainer

accompanies the child to school over an extended period until they are ready to make the

journey independently.

28. It says following the assessment process, it will notify parents of its decision regarding

transport provision. It will assess eligibility annually for that provision. As it is based on the

child’s needs, the Council says it cannot consider parents’ work commitments.

29. The Council operates a two stage review and appeal process for school transport.

Parents can appeal in writing within 20 working days of receiving notification of the

Council’s decision not to provide transport or against the transport arrangements it has

agreed to make. Parents need to supply new information not considered at stage one of

the appeal if their appeal is to progress to stage two. An independent appeal panel will

consider the application for a stage two review and give written notification of the outcome

setting out:

 the nature of the decision reached;

 what factors were considered;

 how the review was conducted;
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 information about other departments and/or agencies if they were consulted as part

of the process;

 the rationale for the decision reached.

How we considered these complaints

30. This report has been produced following the examination of relevant files and documents

and interviews with the complainants.

31. The complainants and the Council were given a confidential draft of this report and invited

to comment.

Investigation - general

32. This investigation covers complaints by four families. All the children have special

educational needs and have either a Statement or an EHC Plan. They all had appeals

and the appeals were refused. The Council says in total 13 appeals were refused in the

period covered by this investigation. They involved transport to six different schools in the

Council’s area.

33. Two of the families, A and B, only applied for school transport in the summer of 2015.

Two of the families, C and D had received specialist school transport from

September 2014. Therefore, the Council’s commitment in 2013, not to remove specialist

transport provision from those receiving it in 2013 until they change schools, does not

apply to these four cases.

34. The Council says it had intended to carry out its annual review of eligibility for school

transport in May 2015 but due to staff shortages it did not do so until October 2015. The

Council says it had not established whether any of the children were eligible for school

transport by September 2015 because of delays in carrying out its annual review of

eligibility.

35. On 27 August 2015 the Council wrote to families, including these four, to say it had

“finalised the transport arrangements for [the child’s name] to and from [the school’s

name]”. It then provided details of what transport it would provide. The letter went on to

say “on-going eligibility for transport provision will be assessed during the Autumn Term.

This may result in the transport being withdrawn or a different form of transport being

provided...Any changes would come into effect from January 1st 2016”. It said the

outcome of the assessment would be communicated to parents and carers before

31 October 2015.
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36. For those families who already received specialist school transport, families C and D, the

Council believes the letter explained it had not established if those children were eligible

for school transport in the school year September 2015 to July 2016. It did not do so until

October 2015. It believes the section of the statutory guidance which says children should

remain eligible for the entire school year in which the eligibility assessment was made

does not apply.

37. The Council says when it reviewed transport in October it applied its policy and it decided

not to “re-provide” it to families C and D.

38. The Council says for those families that were new to specialist school transport provision,

families A and B, the Council had not properly assessed their applications before the start

of the September 2015 term. It says its August letter gave them school transport

temporarily from September 2015 pending the outcome of the eligibility review. It had not

established their eligibility to receive school transport until October 2015 when it decided

families A and B were not eligible.

39. The Council says in future it will carry out these annual reviews of school transport

eligibility sooner.

40. The families were not happy and appealed the Council’s decision at the two stages of its

appeal procedure.

41. The Council says when it conducted the appeals it considered all the information the

applicants sent in and the child’s Statement or EHC Plan. It did not make any notes of the

deliberations at either stage of the appeal. It says the decision letters it sent to parents

after the appeal contained the reasons for its decision in each case.

42. All four families lost their appeals in January and February 2016. In all but one case the

Council told the parents it would withdraw the child’s specialist school transport after one

more school day as it was just before the half term break. In the fourth case the Council

removed the specialist transport provision six school days later.

43. All the parents have said this caused their children distress and they could not understand

the Council’s decision as their personal circumstances had not changed.

Conclusions - general

The Council’s policy of 2015

44. The Council accepts there is almost no difference in its 2015 policy compared to the 2014

policy, apart from a reference to the Independent Travel Training. As there was no

significant change in the policy it was reasonable for families C and D to have expected

that, if their circumstances and the child’s needs had not changed, they would continue to

be entitled to free school transport in the way it had previously provided it over the last

year. If the Council was going to apply the policy in a different way to how it had in 2014 it

should have been clearer with parents. A failure to make this clear and be transparent

about a change in decision making was fault.
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The Council’s letters to parents of 27 August 2015

45. The Council believes this letter is clear that it had not assessed eligibility or agreed

eligibility for the school year 2015 to 2016.

46. The letters to the two new applicants, families A and B, did not make it clear to someone

receiving school transport for the first time that the transport the Council had arranged for

their children from September 2015 was only being provided temporarily as it had not yet

assessed their eligibility. It states their “on-going [our emphasis] eligibility for transport

provision will be assessed in the autumn term”. This strongly suggests the Council found

these families to be eligible at the date of this letter. If the Council had not yet determined

families A and B to be eligible by September, we are not clear under what power the

Council was acting in arranging their transport from September 2016. The Council says

the Ombudsman is penalising it for its decision to support parents prior to it establishing

their eligibility. It says it proved to be the right course for most parents after completing

their eligibility assessment. It says because of our comments it will not provide transport in

future while its eligibility and appeal process is ongoing.

47. The Council should have made transport eligibility decisions before the start of the

September term in 2015. Its failure to do so has resulted in it unfairly raising parents’

expectation that they would receive school transport for the remainder of the school year.

These parents have told us they may have made different choices about the school their

child attends if they were aware the Council would not have provided school transport. In

addition it has caused unnecessary change for children with autism who are badly

affected by changes to their routine.

48. For those families who had received transport since September 2014, families C and D,

the Council believes the letter says it would temporarily provide transport. We disagree.

When the Council wrote to explain it was reviewing their entitlement to school transport in

October 2015 it did not tell parents it was going to apply its policy in a different, stricter

way. A failure to give parents clear information was fault and led them to expect, as their

circumstances had not changed, the review in the autumn would not affect their child’s

provision.

The Council’s review of eligibility in October 2015 and its decision to remove
transport provision mid school year

49. The Council says families A and B made late transport applications and therefore it would

not have determined them before the start of the September term. However, the Council’s

policy does not specify a deadline by which parents should make on time applications. Its

application form for specialist home to school transport says:

“Please note 10 days notification of any request for transport is required by the transport

team”.

50. The Council received Mr & Mrs A’s application on 14 July and Ms B’s on 7 July. Therefore

they were not late applications according to its application form and the Council should

have determined them by the start of term in September. Its failure to do so was fault.

This caused the families and the children an injustice as the Council provided transport in
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September and then removed it which was disruptive. The Council accepts it should have

reviewed eligibility before September. In future it will not provide school transport until it

has established eligibility.

51. The statutory guidance discourages councils from changing school transport provision

mid-school year as it is disruptive to young people’s education.

52. The Council says it did not remove the transport mid-year when it wrote in October to say

provision would stop in January. This is because it says it had not yet established the

children’s eligibility for the 2015 to 2016 school year. The Council’s decision to define

when eligibility was established in October 2015 was because of its own failure to carry

out the review sooner. This goes against the statutory guidance principle for councils to

consider the potential impact on the child and to avoid disruption to their education mid

school year. The families had a legitimate expectation they would receive transport for the

remainder of the school year.

53. The special educational needs and disabilities of the children from the four families made

it difficult for them to accept change. The children benefitted greatly from routine. These

children were affected more by a sudden change to their school transport provision

mid year than other children of a similar age without those special educational needs. In

most cases, the Council removed the child’s transport provision with one school day’s

notice (10 calendar days’ notice including half term) when their appeals failed. The

families in our investigation have explained how this led to distress in their children. The

parents had to make alternative arrangements to transport their children to school, at their

own expense. The Council’s decision to remove transport provision mid year was fault. It

did so without considering the potential impact on these children of making a change mid

year. It caused the children distress and in some of the cases it caused disruption to their

education.

The appeal process

54. The Council’s policy says it will explain the rationale for its appeal decisions.

55. In the four cases, the Council repeatedly said the children did not have mobility problems

and could walk to school accompanied as necessary. In Mrs C’s case it said her son

could travel to school by public transport instead of using specialist transport.

56. Although the evidence the parents presented at their appeals brought into question the

Council’s decision, the Council failed to record its consideration and deliberation during

the appeals. That was fault. It prevents independent assessment of what weight it gave to

the supporting evidence and why it discounted it. As it failed to make suitable notes we

cannot say it properly considered the appeals and the information provided. We cannot

say it considered only relevant, and no irrelevant, information. The Council says in future

it will keep a more detailed decision record at the assessment and both stages of its

appeal decisions.
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57. Parents expressed concern about their child’s ability to travel independently, and the

child’s health and safety or mobility issues if they walked to school. The Council’s decision

letters failed to address the specific matters raised by the parents and their supporting

evidence. That was fault. The Council says in future it will provide more detailed feedback

to parents in its appeal decision letters.

58. The Council’s appeal decision letters were brief and only listed the documents it said it

had taken into account. The Council told us it had also considered the children’s

Statements and EHC Plans and their entire special needs file as part of its decision. The

decision letters did not say the Council had considered the child’s Statement, EHC Plan

or file and there is no evidence from the decision letter that these documents were

considered during the appeals. The Statements and EHC Plans would contain valuable

information about the child’s needs. This may include any health and safety concerns

associated with their special educational needs which might impact on their ability to walk

to school or travel independently. A failure to demonstrate consideration of these

documents was fault. The Council says in future it will state in its decision letter it had

considered the child’s Statement or EHC Plan.

59. In each case the Council said the child had no mobility issues. However mobility issues

are only one element of special educational needs transport. The statutory guidance and

the Council’s policy are clear that such children may require school transport because of

associated health and safety issues related to their disability or special educational needs,

not only their mobility. The Council says it considered the other factors that parents raised

including the children’s special educational needs, not just physical mobility. It says it just

failed to keep detailed notes and record these considerations in its decision letters.

However without supporting evidence, we cannot say the Council properly considered

these matters. A failure to consider and address the possible health and safety issues

raised was fault.

60. The Council’s failure to explain the rationale for its decisions at appeal was fault and not

in accordance with its policy. It did not justify its decision to dispute the evidence the

parents had provided to the appeal of their child’s health and safety issues related to their

special educational needs or disability, or any mobility issues. The Council agrees its

decision letters could have been more detailed and will address this in future. However it

says this cannot be used to imply the decision is flawed. Without suitable evidence we

cannot say the decision was properly taken and therefore there was fault.

61. Because there was fault in process the Council followed, it calls into question the appeal

decisions it reached. However, on the available information, and due to the faults in

recording the deliberations of the decisions, we cannot say what the decisions would have

been if the Council had taken them correctly. The exception is Mrs C’s case where we

believe the decision would have been to provide transport.
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Investigation and Conclusions for complaints from Families A, B, C
and D

Investigation of complaint from Family A – 15 018 169

62. Mr & Mrs A’s 9 year old son began attending a community special school in

September 2015. The school is 2.38 miles from their home. He has moderate learning

difficulties and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and has an EHC Plan.

63. His EHC Plan says he does not like to walk very far. He is more able to do this in school

but too much walking can cause a ‘meltdown’ at home. His behaviour at times can be

difficult and aggressive.

64. On 14 July 2015, prior to starting at his new school in September, the Council received

Mr & Mrs A’s completed application form for specialist home to school transport.

65. The Council wrote to Mr & Mrs A on 27 August 2015. The letter said it would provide their

son with a seat on a minibus and an escort from the first day of term.

66. The Council carried out its review in October 2015 and decided Mr & Mrs A’s son was not

eligible for school transport. It wrote to explain it was withdrawing it because they lived

less than three miles from his school. It agreed to continue to provide the school transport

until the end of 2015. Mr & Mrs A say they were confused as their circumstances had not

changed since they applied a few weeks earlier.

67. Mr & Mrs A’s appeal was heard at Stage 1 and Stage 2 of the Council’s transport appeal

procedure. Mr & Mrs A explained the Council had only just decided to provide their son

with transport. They said a change of routine would make him frustrated and anxious.

They explained due to his special educational needs he does not like to walk. They said

the specialist minibus passed their home whether it collected their son or not. They

provided letters of support from:

 a Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service Therapist who said: “He also finds

walking difficult due to the sensory noise of traffic and his spacial awareness”. The

Therapist explained Mr & Mrs A worried about the impact of sensory triggers which

means they might not be able to keep him safe. He is very impulsive and would run

off.

 a Community Paediatrician who said: “[their son] will not walk any distance and I

feel it would be appropriate for him to continue to be offered school transport”.

 the Headteacher of the School who said: “[the] School is an extremely difficult

school to get to on public transport”. She said he is an extremely vulnerable young

boy who fails to understand the simplest of language and concepts.
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68. The Appeal Panel decided on 11 February 2016 to refuse the appeal. The decision letter

said it had considered the supporting evidence. It said he had no mobility issues, is safe

to travel to school accompanied by an adult and they live less than three miles from his

school. The Council provided his transport until 12 February 2016. The following week

was the half term break.

69. Mr & Mrs A have since asked a relative to take their son to school by car. They say their

son was left distressed by the change.

Conclusions for complaint from Family A – 15 018 169

70. Mr & Mrs A made a new application for school transport in the summer of 2015. A few

weeks later the Council provided their son with specialist school transport from

September. The Council had not clearly explained this was temporary or that it had not

yet established their eligibility. Mr & Mrs A and their son had a reasonable expectation

they would continue to receive transport for the remainder of the school year as their

circumstances had not changed. The Council raised their expectations and their son was

later caused distress as it removed the transport with one school day’s notice.

71. The Council’s letter following Mr & Mrs A’s appeal did not show how it had considered the

supporting evidence they had provided. The response only stated the Panel had

considered it. The decision letter said their son had no mobility issues. However it failed to

address their argument, and the supporting evidence, that because of associated health

and safety issues related to his special educational needs or disability, the Council could

not reasonably expect him to walk to his special school. There are no details as to what

weight the Council put to their evidence and why it discounted it. The child’s mobility was

not the only consideration the Council had to make.

72. As a result there was fault in how the Council considered their appeal which brings the

decision into question. We cannot know whether the decision itself was incorrect, only

that there is no evidence it was taken correctly, balancing all the evidence and taking into

account all relevant information, and reaching a reasoned view. Therefore it should

remake the decision following the requirements of the statutory guidance and its own

policy. It should also pay Mr & Mrs A £300 for the distress and disruption caused. This

would acknowledge the costs they incurred as they had a legitimate expectation their son

would receive school transport support for the remainder of the school year.

Investigation of complaint from Family B – 15 020 740

73. Ms B is a single mother. Ms B’s 10 year old son began attending a unit at a primary

school for children with special educational needs in September 2015. The school is

2.6 miles from her home. The Council says is it 2.5 miles but an online search and the

only reference to distance in the appeal paperwork says it is 2.6 miles. He has autistic

spectrum disorder and learning difficulties. His EHC Plan in 2015 says he has a high level

of anxiety which was impacting on his willingness to go to school. The EHC Plan said he

needed to continue to expand his independence such as learning to cross the road safely.

74. Ms B says during the process of determining a suitable school for her son the Council led

her to believe he would receive school transport to his new school.
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75. Ms B applied for school transport in the summer of 2015. The application form did not ask

her to declare if she was a low income family, defined as receiving the maximum Working

Tax Credit or in receipt of free school meals.

76. The Council’s general application form for school transport has a section asking about a

parent’s income. The application form for those wishing to have specialist transport for

children with special educational needs and disability does not ask about parent’s income

or whether they receive free school meals. The Council received her application for

specialist transport on 7 July 2015.

77. The Council wrote to Ms B on 27 August 2015. The letter explained it would provide her

child with a seat in a minibus with an escort from the start of term in September.

78. The Council carried out its review in October 2015 and decided Ms B’s son was not

eligible for school transport. It wrote to explain it was withdrawing it because they lived

less than three miles from his school. Ms B says she felt confused as her circumstances

had not changed in the few weeks since she had applied. She challenged the Council’s

decision.

79. Ms B’s appeal was heard at Stage 1 and Stage 2 of the Council’s transport appeal

procedure. Ms B said she accepted a place at the new school on the advice of the

Council as he was struggling in his previous school. She said because of her son’s autism

and learning difficulties it was not safe for him to walk to school and he was not aware of

the dangers of roads. She said the escort had taken him to the minibus and one day he

had tried to run away. He put himself in danger.

80. The Panel decided on 11 February 2016 to refuse the appeal. It said Ms B’s son had no

mobility issues, was safe to travel accompanied by an adult and her home was less than

three miles to school. It said it had considered the evidence Ms B had presented. The

Council provided his transport until 12 February 2016. The following week was the half

term break.

81. Ms B says because of the short notice her son felt distressed. She has since had to rely

on friends to help her get her son to school.

82. When we spoke to Ms B we wondered if she may qualify for the two mile walking

distance, rather than three mile, as a result of possibly being on a low income. We asked

the Council if it had considered her income. The Council said as part of its eligibility

review it looked at its list of those receiving free school meals. Ms B’s child does not

receive them. As a result of our investigation the Council sent Ms B a new application

form for her to detail her income in case she qualified under the low income category.

Conclusions for complaint from Family B – 15 020 740

83. Ms B made a new application for school transport in the summer of 2015. A few weeks

later, in September 2015, the Council provided her son with specialist school transport.

The Council had not clearly explained this was temporary or that it had not yet established

his eligibility. Ms B and her son had a reasonable expectation they would continue to
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receive it for the remainder of the school year as their circumstances had not changed. It

raised her expectations and her son was later caused distress as the Council removed

the transport with one school day’s notice (albeit the following week was half term so

there was a period of 10 days prior to Ms B's son attending school without specialist

school transport).

84. The Council’s specialist school transport application form fails to ask parents for

information to enable it to determine if a family is on a low income. This would allow those

families on low income to qualify under different school transport rules. The Council’s

decision to only search its records for those in receipt of free school meals was not

sufficient. The Council has since reviewed and improved its specialist school transport

application form to request appropriate financial information from families.

85. During the appeal, the Council says it considered Ms B’s son’s EHC Plan but there is no

reference to it having done so in its decision letter and there are no notes of the appeal

consideration.

86. There was fault in how the Council considered Ms B’s appeal which brings the decision

into question. We cannot know whether the decision itself was incorrect, only that there is

no evidence it was taken correctly, balancing all the evidence and taking into account all

relevant information, and reaching a reasoned view. Therefore it should remake the

decision following the requirements of the statutory guidance and its own policy. The

Council should pay Ms B £100 to reflect the distress and disruption she and her son were

caused by the faults. This would acknowledge some of the costs Ms B incurred as she

had a legitimate expectation her son would receive school transport support for the

remainder of the school year.

Investigation of complaint from Family C – 15 019 136

87. Mrs C’s 13 year old son attends a mainstream secondary school. He has autistic

spectrum disorder and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. The school he attends is

3.73 miles from his home and so is beyond the statutory school walking distance.

Therefore the Council must arrange suitable school transport for him.

88. He has a Statement with full-time support, including lunchtimes, from a teaching assistant.

His Statement says he can only cope with simple instructions and requires a significant

amount of adult support to regulate his behaviours. It says at times he can display a

reduced awareness of danger which can be heightened by his concentration difficulties.

He needs access to a secure and predictable environment that emphasises routine and

has clear boundaries.

89. Since 2014 the Council provided him with school transport using a taxi and an escort. His

School’s Special Educational Needs Officer wrote to the Council in 2014 to support his

application. She explained Mrs C had tried to use the designated school bus. However, it

left her son very distressed as he could not cope with the pressures of the experience

including the noise, money handling and being fully independent. She pointed out his

Statement said he had a reduced awareness of danger, concentration difficulties and
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needed access to a secure and predictable, structured environment. She said the

provision of specialist school transport would set him up for the day.

90. The Council wrote to Mrs C on 27 August 2015. The letter explained it would provide her

child with a seat in a taxi with an escort from the first day of term.

The Council carried out its review in October 2015 and decided Mrs C’s son was no

longer eligible for specialist school transport. Instead it would provide him with a free

public travel pass. It offered him a place on its Independent Travel Training programme.

Mrs C says she was not happy because she felt her son was not yet ready to travel to

school independently. To get to the school bus, or to take the train, he would have to walk

around one mile, some of which was down an unlit track. She says she refused the

Council’s offer of Independent Travel Training as she felt her son would not be able to

successfully complete the course given his difficulties as identified in his Statement. She

said he would be put off trying in the future if he failed, due to his autism. She challenged

the Council’s decision.

91. Mrs C’s appeal was heard at Stage 1 and Stage 2 of the Council’s transport appeal

procedure. Mrs C explained her son has autism, suffers from anxiety, cannot manage

crowds or smells and has no road sense. She explained the nearest bus stop is a mile

from her home down an unlit road with no pavements. She provided a letter of support

from his taxi escort which said he can get quite anxious in the taxi if there is a lot of noise

and can be unsettled if it carries on for too long. She says the Council’s annual review of

her son’s Statement had not discussed him needing to change his specialist transport

provision.

92. The Appeal Panel decided on 11 February 2016 not to uphold her appeal. It said the

Council was right to offer her son a free travel pass instead of specialist transport

provision. It then went on to say that where a young person is able to access and use the

public transport network safely it will expect them to do so. It also said when determining

whether a child can walk due to their special educational needs, disability or mobility

problems, the Council needs to consider if it can reasonably expect the child to walk to

school if accompanied and is it reasonable to expect the child’s parent to accompany

them. The Council provided specialist transport for Mrs C’s son until 12 February and then

removed the service (albeit the following week was half term so there was a period of 10

days prior to Mrs C's son attending school without specialist school transport).

93. The Council told us the route Mrs C’s son would take to school was a walk of one mile to

public transport, a small part of which is unlit. He would then take a train for one stop and

get a bus for a further two stops. It considers this would be a safe, straightforward and

relatively stress free route.

94. Mrs C’s son tried to get to school using the school bus, not the route suggested by the

Council using public transport. It did not go well. She still believes her son is not yet safe

to travel to school by public transport. Instead she took him to and from school by car. His

school said this has caused him to be upset.
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95. The School’s Special Educational Needs Officer wrote to the Council in April 2016. The

Officer told the Council Mrs C’s son was not capable of travelling independently. When he

had travelled to school using the school bus it had not gone well and he was left

distressed. He could not cope with the pressure of the situation including the noise. She

said the Council was expecting him to be fully independent which he had never been

before. She said when Mrs C tried to drop her son off at the end of the road to get the

school bus he was nearly run over after he walked into the middle of the road without

consideration for his own safety. The Officer said the distress of not having the specialist

school transport was causing him to have more ‘meltdowns’. She referred to his needs,

identified in his Statement, including his reduced awareness of danger. She felt he still

required specialist transport until he developed the necessary skills to keep himself road

safe.

96. We have spoken to the School’s Special Educational Needs Officer. She told us the other

child who used to share the taxi with Mrs C’s son continued to receive this support. She

says the same taxi continued to travel past Mrs C’s house.

97. The Council says it considered the comments made by the School’s Special Educational

Needs Officer in April 2016 as a second appeal. It decided to reinstate his specialist

transport from mid May until the end of July 2016, after which it said Mrs C would have to

apply again. It recommended she take up the offer of Independent Travel Training.

98. Mrs C reapplied for her son to receive specialist school transport from September 2016.

The Council has agreed to continue providing him with a taxi from September 2016 to

give him additional time to develop his independent travel skills through travel training. It

does not consider its original decision to be flawed.

Conclusions for complaint from Family C – 15 019 136

99. For a council’s school transport arrangements to be suitable they must also be safe and

reasonably stress free, to enable the child to arrive at school ready for a day of study. The

Council says the journey it suggested by train and bus was relatively stress free.

However, the evidence shows soon after Mrs C lost her appeal his school told the Council

he was caused distress when using the school bus. His Statement and letter of support

from his escort contained information about his reduced awareness of danger and issues

he has with noise. However the Council’s decision letter of February 2016 does not show

how it weighed these points when it decided public transport was a suitable arrangement

for her son. That was fault. The Council has agreed to produce a more detailed decision

letter in future.

100. The School’s Special Educational Needs Officer wrote to the Council in April 2016 to

restate her view from 2014 that Mrs C’s son had not yet developed the skills to keep

himself road safe, and he had suffered distress using the school bus. This led the Council

to reinstate his transport.

101. The Council says it made its appeal decision in February 2016 based on the information

available at the time. As the Council says it had access to the child’s full special

educational needs file at the appeal we would have expected it to be aware of the School
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Special Educational Needs Officer’s earlier letter which is almost identical to the one she

presented in 2014. As nothing had changed since his appeal two months earlier, this

shows the Council’s original decision making was flawed.

102. The Council says during the second appeal the ‘travel trainer’ advised the appeal the

walking route was probably not within the child’s capacity at that point as he had not been

‘travel trained’. The Council says as Mrs C had refused its offer of independent travel

training for her son, it was no surprise he found the journey by school bus distressing. It

says independent travel training is a very thorough personalised process which takes the

student through every stage of home to school travel in great detail over a period of time,

and has been very successful with other young people with similar needs to Mrs C’s son.

103. The Council’s policy is to offer support with independent travel training. It does not require

families to accept this support. We remain of the view the original decision of the

Council’s Appeal Panel in February 2016 was flawed.

104. The Council decided in February 2016 Mrs C’s son would be safe using public transport

when the evidence did not support its view. It felt the journey he could use (involving a

walk of a mile down a partly unlit and unpaved route, a train and bus) was relatively

straightforward. The Council’s policy says it will generally consider routes without a

pavement and street lighting as unsafe. However in its decision to Mrs C the Council did

not explain why in her son’s circumstances, a young person with special educational

needs, it had decided this type of route was safe. The Council also appears not to have

taken into account that his Statement says he can only cope with simple instructions and

he requires a significant amount of adult support to regulate his behaviours. Nor does it

seem the Council considered the evidence of his escort who said he reacted badly to

noise.

105. The Council’s policy is that where a young person can access and use the public

transport network safely they will be expected to do so. However, the Council had no

evidence to show that Mrs C’s son could do so safely. It had received evidence from his

Statement and his taxi escort that he could not do safely. The Council considered

independent travel training would lead to Mrs C’s son being able to use public transport

safely. However this was speculation about what might happen and should not have been

considered as part of the Council’s decision regarding eligibility. As it failed to justify its

reasons for its decision in light of the evidence, its decision was flawed. Although the

Council has since put his transport provision back in place, Mrs C’s son was without

suitable transport provision for the equivalent of a school term. This caused Mrs C’s son

distress and disruption and Mrs C incurred expenses taking her son to school during that

period. The Council should pay Mrs C £600 to acknowledge the cost and time and trouble

she was put to transporting her son to school for a term and for the distress and disruption

caused to her son. It says it has reinstated specialist transport for Mrs C’s son to provide

him with more time to develop independent travel skills through training in the coming

year.
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Investigation of complaint from Family D – 15 020 236

106. Ms D’s 13 year old son began attending a community special school in September 2014.

The school is 0.9 miles from their home. He has moderate learning difficulties, autistic

spectrum disorder and significant medical/physical difficulties.

107. His Statement says he needs adult assistance with all aspects of self care. He dislikes

loud noises. In the Annual Review of his Statement in April 2015 he was given a target to

be able to walk along a busy corridor by himself. It noted his needs had not changed

significantly. In his own written comments to the Annual Review, Ms D’s son said next

year he would like to achieve walking to school by himself.

108. Ms D applied for school transport in April 2014 and was successful. The Council provided

her son with specialist transport on a minibus.

109. The Council wrote to Ms D on 27 August 2015. The letter explained it would provide her

child with a seat in a minibus with an escort.

110. The Council carried out its review in October 2015 and decided Ms D’s son was not

eligible for school transport. Ms D challenged the Council’s decision.

111. Ms D’s appeal was heard at Stage 1 and Stage 2 of the Council’s transport appeal

procedure. Ms D said her son’s circumstances had not changed since September 2014.

She said her son has no idea of road safety and was very vulnerable. She said he was

very anxious and does not cope well with changes to his routine. She said her son

received the higher rate of the mobility component of the Disability Living Allowance

(DLA) because his disability means he refuses to walk. The Government’s website says

this rate of DLA is for children who cannot walk or who can only walk a short distance

without severe discomfort or becoming ill.

112. Ms D provided letters of support from:

 her son’s Consultant Community Paediatrician who said: “[he] is a very reluctant

walker even in day to day life.....there are significant concerns that [he] doesn’t have

the perception of danger and common sense skills at this time to be able to walk to

school by himself”. The doctor said Ms D’s son can be badly affected by changes in

routine which affect him emotionally and occasionally have led to him missing

school.

 the Headteacher at her son’s School who said: “All of [his difficulties] will

significantly impact negatively on his ability to travel to and from school

independently”. She said he does not like loud noises and could easily become

distressed if walking by a busy road. She said he would struggle to remember basic

rules of the road. In addition, a change to his routine will cause severe anxiety. “Our

assessment would be at this current time, [he] is not able to travel to and from

school safely.”
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113. The Panel decided on 21 January 2016 to refuse the appeal because it said he had no

mobility issues, was safe to travel accompanied by an adult, and their home address is

less than three miles from school. The Council removed his transport provision on

29 January.

114. The Council told us its policy does not take account of whether someone receives the

higher rate of mobility DLA. The Council pointed out in his Annual Review, Ms D’s son

wanted to be able to walk to school independently from next year.

115. Ms D says her son continues to refuse to walk and she does not drive. She has asked her

mother to help her and pay her expenses. However when there is no one available to

drive her son to school she pays for a taxi.

Conclusions for complaint from Family D – 15 020 236

116. Ms D’s son had received specialist transport since 2014. When the Council held its review

of eligibility in October 2015 it did not make clear to parents such as Ms D that although

their circumstances had not changed, and the policy was virtually unchanged from 2014,

it was now going to apply its policy differently and apparently more strictly. Therefore

without that information Ms D had a reasonable expectation that as her circumstances

and her son’s needs had not changed he would continue to receive the specialist

transport.

117. Ms D explained her son received the higher rate of the mobility component of DLA.

Therefore there were indications that professionals and the Department for Work and

Pensions had concluded that Ms D’s son had significant mobility problems. The Council

says its policy does not take into account DLA as part of the assessment process. When

the Council is aware a child is receiving the higher rate of the mobility component of DLA

it should consider if this is evidence of the child having mobility difficulties.

118. Entitlement to this mobility benefit would not lead to an automatic entitlement to free

school transport. However, it is relevant information for the Council to consider when

determining eligibility for school transport due to a child’s alleged mobility problems. The

law and statutory guidance for school transport says eligibility for free school transport is

based on the needs of the child and it does not preclude provision where a child receives

a particular benefit or a parent has a higher income.

119. Following a question in the House of Commons in March 2016, the Department for

Education explained:

“Being in receipt of the higher rate of the mobility component of Disability Living

Allowance (a benefit with different eligibility criteria and assessment process administered

by the Department for Work and Pensions) does not necessarily confer eligibility for free

home to school transport but neither does it preclude it if the conditions above are met.”

120. Ms D’s son told his last Annual Review of his Statement that he would like to walk to

school independently. The Council says it considered this comment and other matters

too. The rest of his Annual Review said his needs had not changed.
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121. The Council’s decision was against the views of his Consultant Paediatrician and his

Headteacher both of whom said he could not walk independently to school and it was

unsafe for him to do so. These professionals raised issues with the Council that he could

not reasonably be expected to walk to school because of his mobility problems or

because of associated health and safety issues related to his special educational needs.

The Council’s decision letter relates to mobility but not to the additional health and safety

issues raised. The Council has not recorded its reason for disputing the views of these

professionals as there are no minutes of the appeal and it has not given the rationale in its

decision letter. Therefore its decision is flawed.

122. In its decision letter the Council said Ms D’s son could walk to school accompanied as

necessary. He is 13, has special educational needs and is disabled.

123. The statutory guidance says when a child attends a school within the statutory walking

distance councils must:

 consider if the child is eligible for free school transport because the route is unsafe,

because of problems with their mobility or because of associated health and safety

issues related to their special educational needs or disability.

 if so, councils must consider if the child could reasonably be expected to walk if

accompanied.

 if so, councils must go on to decide whether the child’s parents can reasonably be

expected to accompany the child on the journey to school taking account of a range

of factors including the child’s age and whether one would normally expect a child of

that age to be accompanied.

124. We asked the Council at what age it would normally expect a child to walk to school

unaccompanied. It says it is up to their parents not the Council. The Guidance says

councils must decide if it is reasonable to expect a child to be accompanied. The Council

should therefore have a view on what is reasonable.

125. The statutory guidance requires councils to make decisions about accompaniment on a

case by case basis. However as there are no suitable records of its decision, we do not

know what factors the Council took into account when it decided Ms D’s son could walk to

school if accompanied and it was reasonable to expect her to accompany him. In its

decision letter the Council said he would only be safe if accompanied by an adult. The

information from his Statement, the Consultant and the Headteacher all raised questions

about his safety even if he were accompanied by an adult. The Council’s lack of record

keeping means it cannot explain how it addressed those concerns when deciding Ms D’s

son would be safe if accompanied by an adult and it was reasonable to expect her to

accompany him. The Council’s failure to show how it came to its decision on

accompaniment and what factors it took into account was fault.

126. The Council refused to consider the higher rate mobility DLA Ms D’s son received. That

was fault. The Consultant Paediatrician and his Headteacher both said he could not walk

independently to school and it was not safe for him to do so. The Council should be able
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to demonstrate how it came to the decision Ms D’s son did not have mobility issues. The

Council’s decision that it was reasonable to expect the parent of a 13 year old to

accompany him on his walk to school was flawed as it has no evidence of the range of

factors it took into account before coming to that decision. The failure by the Council to

demonstrate that it had considered relevant information during the appeal was fault. This

fault brings into question the merits of the Council’s decision that her son had no mobility

issues. We cannot know whether the decision itself was incorrect, only that there is no

evidence it was taken correctly, balancing all the evidence and reaching a reasoned view.

127. Ms D’s son was caused distress and disruption to his education. Ms D resorted to asking

for help in transporting her son to school and has at times had to pay for a taxi. Her son

continues to refuse to walk to school.

128. The Council should pay Ms D £500 for the distress and disruption caused to her and her

son. This would acknowledge the costs she incurred when she had a legitimate

expectation her son would receive school transport support for the remainder of the

school year.

Decision

129. There was fault by the Council causing an injustice to Mr & Mrs A, Ms B, Mrs C, Ms D.

Other families were affected by the same fault.

Recommendations

130. To remedy the injustice caused to Mr & Mrs A, Ms B, Ms C, Ms D and others affected by

these faults, the Council should within three months of our final decision:

 apologise to all four families for the identified faults. The Council has agreed to our

recommendation.

 pay Mr & Mrs A £300, Ms B £100, Mrs C £600 and Ms D £500 for the uncertainty,

distress and disruption caused. This would also acknowledge the additional costs

the families incurred when they had a legitimate expectation their child would

receive school transport for the remainder of the school year. The Council has

agreed to our recommendation.

 make new school transport decisions for families A, B, and D. It should properly

explain how it came to those decisions, what information it took into account

including what factors it considered when it decided it was reasonable to expect the

parent to accompany the child and why it disputes any supporting evidence the

parents supplied. (The Council recently told Mrs C it will provide her son with

specialist transport for the 2016 school year.) If the Council was again to refuse to

provide school transport, or the parent disagrees with the arrangements, this would

entitle all of these families to new appeals which should be held under improved

administrative procedures and held by officers who have not previously considered

these appeals. The Council has agreed to our recommendation.
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 review the decisions it made on the additional nine appeals it identified during the

investigation, which it refused. This is because of the faults we have identified. It

should provide evidence to us of how it has reconsidered each case and how it has

taken into account the information the appellants provided in their case and whether

its decisions are sound. The Council has agreed to our recommendation. The

Council says two of the children are now in mainstream school and not eligible for

specialist transport and two have moved to new special schools and are now

eligible for specialist transport. It says it will send application forms to the remaining

families and, if submitted, the Council will reconsider them.

 review its school transport application form for children with special educational

needs and/or a disability to include an element to show if a family is on low income

defined as receiving the maximum Working Tax Credit or free school meals. The

Council agreed to this recommendation and has already implemented the changes.

 review its school transport appeal procedure. It should ensure it shows how it has

taken into account individual circumstances and the supporting evidence supplied

and explain the rationale for its decisions. It should take notes of the Appeal Panel’s

deliberations and decision making to ensure its decisions can be audited. It should

be able to demonstrate the new measures and procedures it will put in place to

ensure its decisions and appeals are robust and defensible. The Council says it will

meet this recommendation by taking more extensive notes of appeals and provide

more comprehensive feedback to individuals in its decision letter. It will also state all

the documents the Council has considered such as the Statement and Education,

Health and Care Plan.
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Wirral Council

Report of Local Government Ombudsman

The Local Government Ombudsman has issued a report following her investigation 
of four complaints against Wirral Council. The complaints were about an Education & 
Children’s Services matter. The Ombudsman found that there had been fault on the 
part of the Council, and this had caused injustice to the complainants.

Wirral Council has agreed to take action which the Ombudsman regards as providing 
a satisfactory remedy for the complaint.

The Council must now consider the report and tell the Ombudsman within three 
months (or such longer period as she may agree) what it proposes to do.

Copies of the report will be available for public inspection during normal office hours 
at Wallasey Town Hall, Brighton Street, Wallasey, CH44 8ED, for three weeks 
starting on 23rd February 2017. Anyone is entitled to take copies of the report or 
extracts from it. Copies will be supplied at a reasonable charge.
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1.0 Introduction 
 
This policy document sets out Wirral Council’s Home to School Transport Policy for 5-16 
year olds including those that have special educational needs and/or a disability (SEND). 
The policy sets out the criteria for eligibility to travel assistance and describes how the 
Council fulfils its duties and exercises its discretionary powers. 
 
The Education Act 1996 places a legal duty and a responsibility on parents to ensure that 
their school aged children registered at a school attend regularly. 
 
 
2.0 Entitlement to Travel Assistance 
 
Under Section 508 (B) of the Education Act 1996 the Council must provide free transport 
to and from school for a child if they are aged 5 to 16 between home and their nearest 
suitable school under certain conditions. 
 
A ‘suitable’ school for transport purposes is the nearest school to the child’s home. There 
is no general legislative requirement for the Council to transport pupils to the nearest 
school of a particular type e.g. faith school, ability, academy or free school. 
 
Assistance with public transport costs will be provided for pupils who qualify under the 
following circumstances: 
 
 Pupils are Wirral residents between age 5 and 16 and go to their nearest suitable 

school and live at least:  
o 2 miles from the school if they’re under 8  
o 3 miles from the school if they’re 8 or older  

 
 Pupils are registered at their nearest suitable school and are unable to walk to school 

due to a route which the Council has assessed as hazardous.  
 
 Pupils are from a low income family (entitled to free school meals or maximum Working 

Tax Credit) if they are:  
o aged 8 to 11 and the school is at least 2 miles away  
o aged 11 to 16 and the school is 2 to 6 miles away - as long as there aren’t 3 or 

more suitable schools nearer to home  
o aged 11 to 16 and the school is 2 to 15 miles away - if it’s their nearest school 

preferred on the grounds of religion or belief  
 
 Children with special educational needs and/ or disabilities (SEND) are entitled to free 

transport however far they live from the school if: 
o they have an Education, Health and Care Plan (EHCP) (introduced in 2014) or a 

statement of SEN that says the local council will pay transport costs 
o they can’t walk because of their SEN, a disability or mobility problem 

 
The distance from home and the school gate nearest to home by the shortest available 
walking route will be measured using a computerised mapping system. 
 
As a general guide, we will treat routes without pavements and street lighting as unsafe for 
children and young people. When assessing the safety of routes, the Council will assume 
that the child is accompanied, as necessary, by a parent or other responsible person. 
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Initial assessment of route safety is made by the team responsible for assessing eligibility 
for home to school transport. Where the safety of a route is questioned by an applicant, 
the Council’s Road Safety team will carry out an assessment.  
 
3.0 Applying for a Free Travel Pass 
 
If parents believe their child is entitled to receive a free travel pass based on the criteria 
above then they can contact: 
 
The Council Call Centre Information and Advice Team 0151 606 2020. 
 
Email: hotdesk@wirral.gov.uk 
 
 
4.0 Support for Learners with Special Educational Needs and/or Disabilities 
 
Consideration for transport support is provided to children and young people who are 
resident on Wirral who have complex special educational needs, a disability or mobility 
problem. 
 
The child’s needs will be identified in the students Education, Health and Care (EHC) plan 
which was introduced in September 2014; or prior to this their statement of SEN. The new 
EHC system was introduced in September 2014 replacing the Special Educational Needs 
(SEN) assessment process. The purpose of an EHC plan is to make special educational 
provision to meet the special educational needs of the child or young person. Over time 
existing statements of SEN will be transferred to the new EHC system. 
 
As outlined in the SEN and Disability Code of Practice 0-25 years July 2014 Guidance for 
Organisations (Section 9.214) Local Authorities do not have provide transport funding 
based on parental preference. The parent/carer/young person’s preferred school or 
college might be further away from their home than the nearest school or college that can 
meet the child or young person’s SEN. In such a case the Local Authority can name the 
nearer school or college appropriate for meeting the SEN need. If a parent /carer/young 
person then chooses the provision further away, transport funding will be the responsibility 
of the parent/carer. 
 
Not all children with an EHC plan or statement of SEN require free transport provision. 
Where a young person is able to access and use the public transport network safely they 
will be expected to do so. Where they are unable to walk because of their SEN, a disability 
or mobility problem they are entitled to free transport. 
 
Parents / carers are required to submit an application form for an assessment for eligibility 
for free transport to be carried out. The decision will be based on information provided 
which may include information from health practitioners, educational psychologists, school 
headteachers, children’s social care and the input of the students. 
 
Following the assessment process parents will be notified of the decision regarding 
transport provision.  Eligibility to provision will be assessed annually. 
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4.1 The Decision to Provide Transport 
 
The decision to provide transport is based on the student's needs. This means that Wirral 
Council is not able to take the following into account when considering home to school 
transport entitlement: 

 Parents’ work or other commitments.  
 Attendance by siblings at other schools.  
 If a parent chooses to send their child to a provider that is not the nearest appropriate 

provider to the home address.  
 A journey from one educational establishment to another.  
 Ad hoc visits to other schools, colleges or other establishments.  
 Out of hours clubs (breakfast club, after school activities).  
 To/ from dental, clinical, medical or hospital appointments 
 At a different time due to detention or exclusion. 

 
In these instances, transport arrangements will be the sole responsibility of the student's 
parent or carer.  
 
4.2 The Type of Transport Support 
 
If young people are assessed as eligible for free transport the type of transport provided 
will be based on individual assessment of young people’s needs and with regard to the 
best use of the Council’s resources. 
 
This may be in the form of a free travel pass for use on public transport or transport in a 
contracted vehicle.  
 
For students travelling in contracted vehicles there is no specific duty on the Council to 
provide passenger assistants. However, fulfilling a duty of care to passengers and others 
may involve the provision of a passenger assistant. A passenger assistant may be 
provided to accompany a young person with significant needs arising from a medical 
condition or a disability and where there is an exceptional need for care or supervision.  
 
The decision on whether to provide a passenger assistant will be made as part of eligibility 
assessment taking a number of factors into account. Such factors may include information 
relating, but not limited, to: 

 Medical issues.  
 Health and safety related issues, including risk to self or others.  
 The young person's mobility.  
 Any challenging behaviour arising from the young person's SEN. 
 Where a passenger has severe learning or physical difficulties, the need for continual 

care and supervision.  
 Age and capability.  
 Length of journey. 
 The vehicle type and size. 

 
Transport is allocated on an annual basis and parents/ carers and students can be 
involved in a discussion regarding the ongoing suitability of the existing transport 
arrangements during the annual review of the young person’s EHC plan or statement of 
educational needs. 
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4.3 Independent Travel Training 
 
Wirral Independent Travel Training (ITT) aims to give students with SEND the key skills 
and confidence to travel independently using public transport to and from school or 
college. The aims of ITT are to: 
 
 Increase independence and use of own initiative 
 Raise self confidence 
 Provide greater freedom 
 Develop social skills 
 Open opportunities for learning and work 
 Less reliance on friends and family 
 
The service provides individuals with their own personal travel programme and assistance 
to learn how to travel independently. Working one to one with a travel trainer, students will 
be accompanied to and from school over an extended period of time until they are ready to 
make the journey independently. 
 
The scheme is open to young people with Special Educational Needs and / or a Disability 
attending Wirral Special Schools, Education Inclusion Bases in mainstream schools or 
post 16 provision. Students currently in receipt of school or college specialist transport who 
would like to learn to travel independently can also apply. 
 
To express an interest in accessing travel training please contact the Integrated Transport 
Unit (contact details below) or view the website for further information: 
 
http://www.wirral.gov.uk/schools-and-learning/funding-and-financial-support/free-travel-
school  
 
4.4 Children with Complex Physical or Medical Needs 
 
In cases of students with high risk medical needs (who require additional funding from a 
number of organisations) decisions regarding transport will be informed by health, 
education and social care practitioners. If a child is eligible for transport, health 
professionals will provide recommendations based on the child’s specific needs during 
transport to ensure safety. This will be reviewed appropriately in order to provide a 
responsive service. 
 
 
5.0 Discretionary Travel Support 
 
This policy has set out those eligible for free transport to school. In some exceptional 
circumstances the Council will pay the travelling costs of pupils who do not fall into the 
categories described. These cases will be short term time defined travel solutions and will 
be reviewed on an individual basis. 
 
These exceptional circumstances include children with a temporary disability or illness 
where medical evidence is provided, some children in the care of the Local Authority and 
those with further special circumstances. 
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6.0 Transport Safety 
 
The safety of those travelling on Council contracted transport provision is of paramount 
concern.  Wirral Council reserves the right to refuse to provide transport on a contract 
vehicle where a pupil’s behaviour is such that it is unacceptable to the operator, the 
passenger assistant or other passengers.  If a student is suspended temporarily from 
transport parents and carers will become responsible for transporting their own children to 
school for the duration of the suspension. Where there are persistent cases of 
misbehaviour and assurances of good behaviour cannot be obtained or are not fulfilled a 
travel pass or mileage expenses may be offered. 
 
 
7.0 Appeals Procedure 
 
The Council operates a two stage review and appeal process. Parents or students can 
appeal in writing within 20 working days of receiving notification of the Local Authority’s 
decision not to provide transport or against the detailed arrangements made. 
 
Guidance to the appeals process and the relevant form is available from our website: 
http://www.wirral.gov.uk/schools-and-learning/funding-and-financial-support/free-travel-
school  
 
Or directly from: 
Email:  CYPD_transport4children@wirral.gov.uk 
 
The Integrated Transport Unit 
Children and Young People's Department 
Hamilton Building 
Conway Street 
Birkenhead, Wirral 
Merseyside CH41 4FD 
 
Telephone: 0151 666 4697 
 
8.0 Contact Information 
 
Information regarding home to school and college transport can be obtained from: 
 
For school travel pass applications: 
 
The Council Call Centre Information and Advice Team  
Email: hotdesk@wirral.gov.uk 
Telephone: 0151 606 2020 
 
For Special Educational Needs Transport  and Travel Training 
 
The Integrated Transport Unit 
Email:  CYPD_transport4children@wirral.gov.uk 
Telephone: 0151 666 4212 (Transport) 
Telephone: 0151 666 4229 (Travel Training) 
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